
'BAG2SCHOOL' CAMPAIGN A GREAT
SUCCESS

Many of you have found yourselves working from

home again this week. Whilst we had hoped that

we had avoided the disruption that schools

across the country had been experiencing,

unfortunately that has not been the case. We

send best wishes to the students who are unwell

and hope they have a speedy recovery.

At the start of September, the government are

expecting all secondary students to have two in-

school lateral flow tests before starting back. We

are working on the arrangements for this and will

let you know when your tests are scheduled for

as soon as possible.

Regards,

Mrs Johnson
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A huge thank you to everyone who donated their unwanted

clothing and accessories to our 'Bag2School' campaign. Here

are 3 of our representatives Tom R, Georgia H & Isla H.

The company collected and weighed our items on Friday,

and we can confirm our impressive 350kg has been turned

into £105 for the UHNM Charity. We will present this on our

next visit to the hospital. 

From September 2021, Blythe Bridge High School & Sixth

Form will be offering the accredited Sports Leadership

Qualification to Year 12 and 13 students.

The course will be fully funded by Blythe Bridge High School

& Sixth Form and places will be allocated to the most

suitable candidates. All Sixth Form students are welcome to

apply. For more information and to get an application pack,

please email Miss Perry: n.perry@bb-hs.co.uk.

Deadline for applications will be 4pm on 10th September

2021.

SPORTS LEADERSHIP QUALIFICATION
OPPORTUNITY FROM SEPTEMBER 2021

SCHOOL HOLIDAY
SWIMMING
SESSIONS

AVAILABLE

Afterschool swimming lessons will continue from

Monday 26th July up to Friday 6th August. However,

the timings are as follows:

4.00pm lessons moved to 9.00am

4.30pm lessons moved to 9.30am

5.00pm lessons moved to 10.00am

5.30pm lessons moved to 10.30am

6.00pm lessons moved to 11.00am

 

During Thursday's In the Hotseat, Mrs

Johnson and Mrs Kadri met with three Year

7 students to find out more about their

hobbies and interests or something they

have done that they are proud of. They

heard all about learning to play the guitar,

returning to Guides after lockdown and

even listened to an original music

composition. What a fabulous start to the

day!

IN THE HOTSEAT Private one to one lessons
We are again running our highly

successful one to one lessons. The

cost per lesson is £12.00 and can

be booked by contacting Miss

Moore. 

We look forward to seeing you at

the pool 

again soon.
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AFTERSCHOOL CLUB IS BACK!

STAR ARTWORK AWARD FOR YEAR 10 STUDENT

Chloe J 8LLM 857

With very few school days remaining

- who will top the leaderboard for

the year? Congratulations to the

following students, who are our

current leaders for their total

number of achievement points

across the school:

Joshua S 7LN 1006

Chloe B 7HBL 1002

Beatrice C 7AS 987

Charlotte S 7LN 981

Millie B 7HH 949

Jack P 7SGF 940

Taye H 7AS 939

Will H 7HBL 936

Gracie G 7AS 918

Grace B 7SL 909

William S 7AS 901

Maja L 7HH 897

Will D 8NAZ 893

Lara B 8DH 885

Saffron M 8TT 863

JOIN OUR BIG
SUMMERTIME QUIZ

The art department had set the Staffordshire

Poetry and Visual Art project via an

assignment on our Frog VLE. All entries from

the entire county have now been received by

Staffordshire University, shortlisted and sent to

their judges for appraisal and awarding of the

star poem and artwork.

We are absolutely over the moon to announce

that one of our year 10 students, Madeleine T,

has been awarded the Star Art work in the

‘Change’ theme (Peony Yip inspired butterfly

metamorphosis).

Staffordshire University are going to be

celebrating our school and artwork on Twitter

on the 13th July and Madeleine will receive an

Art goody box so she can try out all the

wonderful art materials and get even more

creative! Well done Madeleine, so well

deserved!

TEAM EFFORT FROM YEAR 7'S FOR LATEST
BATCH OF UHNM DONATIONS

COUNTDOWN TO TOP
SCHOOL ACHIEVERS

BEGINS

A big thank you to the group of Year 7 students who came to

assemble our ‘Hug in a Bag’ packages this afternoon - a fabulous

effort, and completed with such thought and kindness. 

Pack totals to follow once we have all recovered from what was a very

busy session!

The ’Blythe Bridge Summer Time

Quiz’ will be here once again to

entertain you on Monday 12th July

2021 at 6pm with Mr Goodwin as our

quizmaster!

Tickets can be purchased on

parentpay. £2.50 per team.  

Prizes for the winner, best team

name, holiday themed “duck race“

and all the other fun you

encountered in the last quiz.

The social science department are really pleased with the uptake of

students wanting to study criminology as part of the enrichment

programmed offered by BBHS. 

So far students have been learning about behaviours that are

considered deviant but not criminal, as well as behaviours that are

criminal but not deviant, and why these behaviours are categorised

as such. Additionally, students have been studying historical

criminal cases, for example 'The Kray Twins' and different types of

Mafias across the world. If you want to know more about the course,

please contact Mrs Bawn. s.bawn@bb-hs.co.uk

STUDENTS ENJOYING EXTRA-
CURRICULAR CRIMINOLOGY LESSONS

mailto:s.bawn@bb-hs.co.uk

